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Jump to content Wearing a school uniform removes a child's right to express their uniqueness. Children lose a piece of their individuality by having to dress in the same way as everyone else. School uniforms make children give up their self-identity. Clothing allows a person to show a unique part of themselves. Uniforms don't allow them
to show what they like or who they really are. Besides, uniforms are not cheap. If a child's parents can not afford more than a couple, they will continuously do laundry. Most uniforms must be ironed and hung up to avoid wrinkling. This puts unnecessary stress on the parents. Ultra. F/Photodisc/Getty Images For some schools, it is
important that students wear school uniforms to maintain order among them. School uniforms are common in religious and private schools, and some public schools require them. Attendance and academic success According to a 2005 study, researchers found that an Ohio school that recently implemented a unified policy saw an
increase in attendance as well as in the total number of graduates for the 2005 school year. There have also been cases of fewer suspensions in schools requiring students to wear uniforms or follow a strict dress code. The general consensus is that since all students wear uniforms, there are fewer distractions in classrooms of students
worrying about what they and others are wearing. School uniforms also help to increase morale and school day as students wear their school colors together. They look more united, which in turn creates a sense of community and cohesiveness while reducing feelings of competition. Efficiency and cost Students who wear a uniform to
school spend much less time getting ready in the morning than students who don't wear uniforms. They don't have to spend time thinking about what to wear or having to try on several different outfits. This allows some students to get more sleep because they may wake up later in the morning knowing that they don't have to spend as
much time getting dressed. They are also more likely to have time to eat a nutritious breakfast before school, giving them the energy they need to focus more in class. School uniforms can also reduce clothing costs for parents. Students who attend schools without a unified policy may be more concerned about wearing stylish or expensive
clothes. Parents of students who attend a school with a unified policy spend up to $150 less on clothing each year, as stated by the National Retail Federation. Bullying and violence School uniforms help eliminate bullying due to the fact that everyone is dressed in the same and children can't be teased for wearing something unusual or
different. Uniforms can create an environment of equality because students from different economic backgrounds wear the same clothes, which can reduce bullying of those who can't afford stylish or expensive clothes. School uniforms allow school robbers to be easily identified, which is extremely important in a world of school shootings.
Similarly, if a student is kidnapped or leaves school at an unauthorized time, they are easier to identify to the authorities if they are wearing a school uniform. Arguments against school uniforms Some people argue against the fact that students have to wear uniforms because it violates their right to self-expression. They believe that
students should be able to express their personality and creativity by dressing as they please. Some parents also feel that having to pay for uniforms violates their right to send their child to a free public school. They believe that uniforms entail an additional cost that they should not have to incur in order to give their child a free education.
They claim school uniforms actually create a bigger target for bullying, as students from other schools easily single out students in uniforms. Some students may also feel resentment towards their school to get them to wear a uniform, which can cause behavioral problems that would not normally exist in schools where uniforms are not
mandatory. If you have ever worn uniform, you know the value of sartorial freedom better than anyone else. But now that you're in college and at least a few months (if not years) of your jumpers, don't you just feel a twinge of nostalgia? Take it from us girls who never got the chance to don a uni: a school girl uniform deserves to be more
than a Halloween costume. But wearing a uniform is not like riding a bike: You have to do some styling updates, or you will be accidentally welcomed as an aspiring student. Check out these fearless combinations to turn your young sters' awkward staples into trend-savvy ensembles worthy of your collegiate status! When you get ready to
send your kids back to school, it may be helpful to wait to shop for school clothes. Children may want to see what fashion is this year. Maybe you even save money on back-to-school shopping by waiting for sales. But shopping for school uniforms is another story. This year's fashion never changes, but the closer you get to the start of
school, the more expensive and difficult uniform shopping becomes. Many schools have a strictly uniform policy that specifies a particular provider. And if you wait, that provider can be on certain sizes. And you will make two trips to the uniforms store or pay accelerated shipping!. But not all schools care where a school uniform came from,
as long as it fits the guidelines. And that's good because shopping outside the official uniform store is usually cheaper. For more information on how many uniforms you need to buy and when to shop, see these Tips for buying school uniforms. Girls school uniforms. Getty/Jonathan Kirn uniform store, see if you can find your child's school
uniform online. If you can't, at least get the actual school uniform, blouses, pants and shoes can often be purchased for less outside a uniform store. Browse the online merchant's selection of these school uniform items: Blouses - Look for white, blue or any color school blouses. (Shop Amazon) School Uniform Jumpers – There are so
many styles of school jumpers that it can be difficult to find the right designs and style online, but this link has a lot so check it out before going to the often more expensive official school uniform store. (Shop Amazon) School Uniform Skirts - Skirts not only come in many colors and patterns but different styles as well. Be sure your school
isn't picky about the style and then shop for something she'll like better. (Shop Amazon) School Polo Shirts - These shirts work for boys or girls. If your school allows regular polo shirts (as opposed to those embossed with a school logo), you save money here. (Shop Amazon) Getty/Alistair Berg Browse online merchant selection of these
school uniform items: Shirts – This link offers a variety of button-down shirts for boys. If your son's uniform is a basic dress shirt (or he just needs a dress shirt), you can find this one for less. (Shop Amazon) School Uniform Pants – Unlike girls sweaters, basic boys dress pants and boys uniform pants are about the same. Shop here for a
variety of colors and styles of boys uniform pants. (Shop Amazon) School Polo Shirts - These shirts will work for girls or boys. If your school allows regular polo shirts (as opposed to those embossed with a school logo), you save money here. (Shop Amazon) Klaus Vedfelt Boys and Girls School Shoes – In many schools boys and girls
wear the same shoes, but some schools allow mary janes or saddle shoes for girls. (Compare Prices) School Uniform (Compare Prices)Boys School Uniform Shirts (Shop Amazon) Justin Sullivan Going back to school is expensive! Figure out how to save some extra dough this school year while equipping your returning student for
success. LandsEnd.com has a large selection of uniforms that range in toddlers to adult sizes, including plus and husky sizes. In 2013, LandsEnd won a Good Housekeeping VIP (Very Innovative Products) Award for Iron Knee chino pants that also come in a stain- and wrinkle-resistant style. The pants run around $30, which is high when
referring to school uniforms, but based on reviews, it sounds like it's worth it. The most popular polo shirt is a unisex Interlock Polo that is priced at $18 for regular children's sizes, but you can often find a promotion like Buy Three or More Kids', save $3 each or buy three or more adults, save $5 each. Customers raving about how fresh the
polo shirts look right out of the dryer, comes out easily and durability got high marks. Only it can do do worth the price. When you think of a dress code or a uniform, most people come to think of the stereotypical images we see in the media: pressed and real uniforms at military academies, navy blazers or sports coats with ties and pants
at boys' schools, and checkered skirts and white shirts with knee socks and dress shoes at girls' schools. But is this attire actually the norm in private schools? Many private schools attribute most of their uniform traditions and dress codes back to their British public school roots. The formal starch collars and tails worn by Eton College boys
are world famous, but they are hardly typical of a normal school uniform these days. Much more common is a looser dress code consisting of blazer, white shirt, school tie, pants, socks, and black shoes for boys; and the possibility to wear dresses, or a blazer and blouse with pants or skirts, standard for girls. The very word uniform
suggests the raison d'être, or the reason behind, unis as some of the private school audiences call them. It is a specific and standard style of dress that each student wears, so that everyone looks, well, uniform. Some school uniforms allow for optional additions, such as sweaters or vests to wear over uniforms. While the rules at each
school will differ, and some will also allow students to add their own personal style, dressing up their standard attire with scarves and other accessories, there are usually limitations on how much can be added to the uniform. Compared to a uniform, a dress code is an overview of acceptable attire that is not limited to one or two options. It
acts as more of a guideline rather than a rigid rule, and provides more flexibility for students. Many see dress code as an attempt to create consistency as opposed to uniformity. Dress codes can vary by school and range from more formal dress codes that require specific colors and limited choice of dress to more flexible options that can
simply prohibit certain forms of attire. Many schools have implemented uniforms and dress codes for both practical and social reasons. Practically speaking, a standardized uniform allows a child to come by with a minimum amount of clothing. You have your everyday clothes and then a Sunday best outfit for more formal occasions. A
uniform also often serves as a fantastic equalizer of social status. It doesn't matter if you're the Earl of Snowdon or the son of the local greengrocer when you put on your uniform. They all look the same. Uniformity rules. Sometimes, however, students have been known to overcome this leveling aspect through various improvements, such
as accessories and jewelry, that they would add to their uniforms. Back in the 90s, the Long Beach Unified School District instituted a dress code policy for its students. Proponents of politics that the dress code created a climate of education that led to improved test scores and better discipline. Research varies on this, and students,
parents and teachers often disagree on what is best. Parents and students often point out the uniform's limitation of personal styles and expressions. On the other hand, teachers often largely support uniforms and dress codes because of the perceived improvements in both student performance and behavior. The generally accepted view
is that uniforms alone do not improve test results. What they influence is the overall discipline and attendance of the school, which in turn, along with many other aspects, leads to an improvement in student academics. That said, private schools generally create a climate of learning more consistently than public schools do, for starters.
Uniforms and dress codes are just part of the formula for success. The real secret to success is consistently enforcing rules and regulations. Hold students accountable and you will see results. Most private schools also have dress codes for teachers. While the guidelines for adults may not reflect that students, they are often similar,
engaging faculty members in modeling good behavior and best dressing practices. Now we all know that students of all ages have their way of getting around dress requirements. The slacks have a way of getting a little baggier than school regulations intended. The shirts tend to hang under the oversize jacket. Skirts seem to shrink
overnight. This can be difficult for schools to enforce, and violations can result in different responses, ranging from verbal reminders to detention and even formal disciplinary action for repeat offenders. Criminals.
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